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THE CORE MISSION 

Our mission is to the care of children and youth physically, psychologically, spiritually and 
academically.  We believe in Ubuntu principles and building capacity and skills of our 
children and youth so that they are able to play a meaningful role in their families and 
community.  We prepare them for the safe return to their biological or foster homes. 

 
Our objectives: 
To provide with a Christian home and yet allowing freedom of religion and giving each child 

the affection understanding and care which they naturally seek from those in child care. 

To provide therapeutic treatment to children and youth. 

To manage behaviour by caring children/youth in family style cottages. 

To provide children and youth with adequate education while in our care. 

To provide our children with family reunification services. 

To provide HIV/Aids awareness programmes to our children and the neighbour community.  

 

 

 

Zulu dancers 
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Chairperson’s address    (Sr Dominica Mkhize)                                            

To all dear friends, benefactors, relatives and all stakeholders in our 

Organisation Sacred Heart. I warmly greet you in this special year 2019/2019.  

In the sentiments of gratitude and jubilation, I like to begin by congratulating 

our Director Sr Cosma and her colleague Sr Michael for having reached a 

milestone in the religious life.  This year they celebrated their 25th Anniversary as religious professed 

sisters, who have freely committed themselves to serve God and humanity, especially the needy. The 

Sacred Heart Board of Directors, the staff, the children and community of sisters congratulate you and 

thank for your selfless and dedication in God’s vineyard! May God bless you with many more years. 

 Still in the same breath, we thank and congratulate the veterans of our Organisation Sr Venantia Shomela, 

Mr S T Mjoli, Mrs V Khawula and Ms Joana Gumede for their Long, faithful, dedicated passionate and 

loving service to Sacred Heart, and more so to the children. You made an indelible mark in the history of 

our organisation especially in each and every child that went through your hands. May God reward you 

abundantly. 

Now for this address, on behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank God for the good year2018-

2091. There has been challenging moments, yes: but there were good ones too! So which ones do we want 

to count! Good ones of course! The challenges had to be there for us to provide stepping stones to climb 

up. Please follow the account that will be laid out it the director’s report. 

To all our regular benefactors and all the supporters of Sacred Heart, our organisation is where it is today 

because of you.  With you we stand strong and look to the future with bright eyes and with confidence.  

We would like to assure you that we won’t let you down, but we will continue ministering to God’s people 

with generosity and love that you always give us. Please continue shouldering our organisation especially 

where it feels terrible weak as you always do. 

At the moment Sacred Heart is facing with this challenge, among others: Sustainability.  It is our wish to 

make our garden more active in order to sustain the home financially. This is in view of the day to day 

challenges as well as structural challenges. 

Right now the residents of the children are showing big signs of aging roof gutters, walls and pipes. If our 

garden can be elevated above the level of subsistence and be more profitable, that can assure a long        

term life for the Centre and Convent. 

It our wish to attend these structural challenges as soon as possible before they get worse and become 

more expensive. We appeal to all who can offer a donation or a donation in kind, as well as ideas or piece 

of advice to help us achieve this goal. 

We wish you all continued blessings in your families and communities. 

Sr Dominica (Chairperson) 
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 Director’s opening reflection  

Plese, May I hug your difference?   

I prefer this title because I think the phrase “promoting cultural diversity 

in circles of care” its quite loaded and may inadvertently push us in some 

directions we need to critically think about.  

Promoting – not accepting , standing by, allowing to unfold, go out there 

and raise our voices about the importance of cultural diversity in our Circle of Care. This must show in the 

lives of children we cared for. 

Cultural Diversity – not any sort of diversity, but cultural diversity. What is meant by this culture? How is it 

different from race, ethnicity, sexual identity, colour of skin etc? this called us to respect other cultures. 

Rather to violate them. The more important is to respect everyone’s dignity, the emage of God. 

  

Circles – not any other geometric shape for which there cannot be a unifying  centre, all other geometric 

shapes provide for heirarchy, separation, distinctions of value assignments, etc 

Care -  the depth of caring in all of its complexity on the one hand, and the simplicity of humanity on the 

other hand. (Lababantu banomphefumulo ongasoze wafa). We are here , right now to this place and to this 

moment our determination and commitment. We search in this place and in this moment for every 

opportunity to consolidate what we have already accomplished including our commitment to the children, 

our commitment to love this child, our commitment to love your child, our commitment to love the child 

that has never been loved, our commitment to love the child that will be born into love’s desert where 

love cannot thrive in the face of grinding poverty, misery and everyday struggle, but where we make love 

thrive in spite of such adversity. 

In year 2018/2019 I have no doubt that there were people who committed themselves in different ways in 

this centre to love our children unconditionally, the staff, board of management, local clinics, local schools, 

local church, local municipality, local police station, local NGO’s and our Congregation. There are people of 

God who played a vital role at a distance as well.  We will hear from our report, taking from our last AGM 

where by finaces left us at the scaring conner’ but because there are people who showed up in order to 

embrace with love the children in our care.  Miracles do happened, to bring change in the life of children in 

our care. Sacred Heart is naturing  not the children in our care but the children in our country by allowing 

our children to be involved in the youth forum’s meetings and gatherings. We encouraged them to explore 

and to experienced other cultures as they are from the rainbore Nation. 

In closing  let us all join our hands to fight against child abuse, let us be children’s activist wherever we are 

and in whatever we do.  
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SABC Foundation visit 

It was a great pleasure for us to be visited by 
 SABC Foundation on our special day of celebrating 
the name feast of the Home. This day was so 
remarkable because of the precious gifts we 
received from this Company.  Groceries, table 
tennis, trampoline, 4 desk top computers and 16 
cell phones. Our round of applause goes to Mrs Iris 
Cupido and the team. Without Mrs Nokuthula 
Mbanjwa this function won’t be a successful one, 
she is the one who opened the doors wider for 
Sacred Heart to be known at SABC Foundation. 
 

This happened immediately after the Holy Mass where by his Lordship Bishop MP Dlungwane blessed us 
with the very inspiring homily. He encouraged the team to work tirelessly without any complain, 
emphasising that Jesus said allow the children to come to me because theirs is the kingdom of heaven.  
 
MANDELA DAY (Industrial Development Cooperation) 
 
  2018/2019 was the year of explore, through Mr Martin Sithole 
Sacred Heart was also introduced to IDC. They donated the 
amount of R50 000.00 in honouring Tata Madiba. They asked us 
to use this funding only for that particular day. It was like a 
dream to spend R50 000 in two days but through the guidance 
of the Holy Spirit I assure you this amount was utilised 
effectively. All children got takkies, open shoes, groceries for 
that day, Central kitchen was tilled up, one vehicle got service, 
and Telkom bill was paid up. This team came very early in order 
to cook lunch for the children and they were prepared to serve 
them after school. It was a wonderful day for the children. 
Sacred Heart always benefit when people look at the centre 
which is functioning in rural area. For us to be in rural area 
means privilege.  
 
SACRED HEART OF JESUS SODALITY (ST JOACHIMS MISSION) 

 
As we are named by Sacred Heart of Jesus, St 
Joachim’s Sacred Heart Sodality is our foster 
family as the organisation yearly they do 
something for the children in our care. This 
means a lot to us when we see our local church is 
admiring the work that is done in their 
community. Umprofethe akukho la engaziwa 
khona ngaphandle kwelakubo) 
 
 

 

SOCIAL WORKER’S REPORT 
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Admission / intake are the process where the first engagement with the child takes place. During the admission 

phase, we emphasize the involvement of all parties including the Sacred Heart CYYCC staff, the case manager, the 

child’s previous caregiver (if the case enables this) and the child concerned. During this meeting, we inform the child 

of what to expect going forward so that they are not overwhelmed or victimised further. 

An initial assessment or problem identification is also done during this intake phase. Here the team ascertains the 

needs of the child, seeks to understand the challenges facing the child and tries to ensure that the programmes to be 

rendered will benefit the child. During the past year, our database came up to 71 children being both boys and girls. 

Furthermore, this number also included children from Morester CYCC who were discharged a week after their 

admission. With this said, we currently have 66 children being 43 females and 23 males. 

Case Reviews 

We managed to hold 24 case review meetings with case managers, parents and children in our centre. We continue 

to emphasize the involvement of the family members in these meetings. During these meetings, we also got a 

chance to redesign the children’s Individual Development Plans according to their needs.  

Individual Consultations and Group Work 

The social worker provided therapy to children at the 

centre during the reporting period. Children who had 

been neglected, abused and orphaned came to the 

office feeling very vulnerable and without hope. The 

social worker’s office became a safe space for them and 

they were assisted to deal with the past hurt and build 

resilience. The younger children who were not very vocal 

were engaged through drawings, colouring in and 

playing fun activities. For the older children, the social 

worker used tools such as story/poetry writing, use of 

memory boxes and diaries & scrapbooks. 

 

 

Statutory Matters & Court 

The social worker accompanied children to court when they were subpoenaed to testify. Although the Investigating 

Officers are responsible for the transportation of witnesses, we took it upon ourselves to accompany the children to 

give them a sense of support and familiarity. During the reporting period, we had two major rape cases from 2015 

which were not finalised. We travelled to the respective courts on several occasions and sometimes the children did 

not even testify. We would be told to come back another day. Despite so many challenges and possible threats to 

our wellbeing, we are proud to report that these cases were eventually finalised in December 2018 and January 

2019. The perpetrators were both sentenced to life imprisonment. We hope this will send a strong message to other 

perpetrators of child abuse.  
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Children’s Health 

The health of our children continues to be of paramount importance to us. Many of our children were taken to the 

local clinic upon admission for a basic medical assessment. Others had to be taken to the local Ndelu clinic when 

they had ailments such as flue. Moreover, the social worker visited Thuthuzela Care Centre in Port Shepstone with 

children who had been victims of child sexual abuse. The caregivers and social worker also went to other various 

health institutions such as Turton Community Health Centre, Murchison Hospital, Port Shepstone Hospital and 

Mshiyeni Hospital. We also had a percentage of our children who were on ARV treatment which was collected and 

administered by the child and youth care givers. One of our youngest children attended sessions with the 

Occupational Therapist at Turton CHC since he was diagnosed with a developmental delay. A big thank you to all the 

staff for their dedication in meeting the health needs of our children. 

Education and Career Guidance 

All of our children are currently in school at Umsinsini Primary and Khathi High respectively. The children are 

performing exceptionally well. The high school children attend morning and afternoon classes and also receive 

support from the child care givers. One of our youngest children who have been diagnosed with a developmental 

delay will be enrolled in an Early Childhood Development Programme soon. We currently have 5 children who are in 

grade 12 this year. We will assist them in the process of applying for tertiary education. We wish them all the best 

going forward.  

Career guidance for our children in high school is 

part of our programme. We also assisted our 

matric learner to apply for tertiary admission. In 

the reporting year, we saw one of our children 

from Umzimkhulu area admitted to the University 

of Kwa-Zulu Natal. She is currently doing well and 

settling in. The child concerned also received 

funding from the National Students Financial aid 

Scheme. We really anticipate good results from 

this ambitious young lady. 

 

We were also proud to witness the graduation ceremony for our children in Grade R at Umsinsini Primary. They 
performed really well throughout the year 
and looked so smart on their special day! 
Here are too many more graduation 
ceremonies in the future!!!! 
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Re-unification 

The overall aim of reunification services is to restore relationships and to strengthen families. We strongly believe in 

the principle of children being within their families as opposed to being institutionalised. With this said, the centre 

ensures that the children have an on-going relationship with their families/relatives through facilitating visits at the 

centre and making regular phone calls. With such engagements with the families, we were able to discover so much 

information which had not been known by the case manager, the child and ourselves. This information was explored 

further which allowed reunification to be possible. In December 2018, 7 children were taken back to their immediate 

families, extended families, relatives and foster parents.  

Developmental Teams 

Our centre continues to operate based on a holistic approach which looks at the development of each child 

psychosocially, spiritually, academically and physically. This development is facilitated by the various teams through 

their programmes as discussed below: 

 Psychosocial Team 

Throughout the reporting period, this team applied itself to the task of building resilience back into traumatised 

children, who had suffered neglect, abuse, abandonment and trauma. This was done through using various forms of 

therapy from group, to play and individual therapy.  In some instances we were able to break through the pain, but 

however, some cases still require extensive work because the hurt is so deeply rooted. In many instances we found 

that this ‘unresolved hurt’ resulted in ‘disruptive’ behaviours. This still calls for consistent and far-reaching work to 

be done with the children concerned. 

     

 

 Education Team 

The children’s Act 38 of 2005 as amended emphasises the involvement of children in decision making through ‘child 

participation’. The centre believes strongly that the voices of children need to be heard. With this said, we continued 

to host the children’s forum led by the education team which is a healthy platform for children to discuss various 

topics which are of interest to them. Some of the topics covered included children’s rights and responsibilities, the 

extent to which our country has gained freedom and so forth. With this said a group of children who were elected by 

the larger group represent the centre at the Children’s Forum meetings in the Durban District. Other programmes 

hosted by this team included debates, commemoration of national calendar events such as Freedom Day, Human 

Rights Day, World Aids Day and so forth.  
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 Spiritual Team 

Sacred Heart CYCC continues to uphold Christian values 

and teachings which are instrumental in the 

development of our children and youth.  

Some of the programmes that were rendered by this 

team include; Prayer days of the Rosary and at Grotto: 

Holy Mass in preparation of final examinations: 

Observing the Lent period leading up to Easter: the 

Pilgrimage where the children went to Keavelaer to 

connect with the creator. The children showed a keen 

interest in this trip and have shown great spiritual 

growth.  

 Sports and Recreation Team 

We believe that sport and play form a big part of therapy. Playing provides a window into a child’s personality and 

becomes a way in which children build relationships with those around them. Playing and recreational activities can 

enhance the child’s self-awareness and the process of self-discovery. The sports and recreation team hosted a 

number of ‘games day’ including soccer, netball and indigenous games.  Some of these included children from the 

community. What third team also emphasised was the importance of fitness. They took walks and worked out on a 

regular basis. The children and the staff also participated in a Sports Day event at Durban Child and Youth Care 

Centre on June 16. The children poured their hearts out to the games and came back home with medals and a great 

team spirit! 

 

 

 Entertainment Team 

Entertainment programmes were aimed at building 
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relationships between the children and the staff. The programmes hosted during the reporting year include: funny 

day, Talent shows which were aimed at discovering the children’s talents and capabilities. This team also hosted 

beauty pageants which helped build the confidence of children, confidence which they may have previously lost as a 

result of their backgrounds. 

 

Cottage Programmes and Activities 

The cottage programmes are offered by trained child and youth care workers which provide direct ‘care’ to children. 

Child care worker’s engagement with children is supervised by the cottage supervisor. Children are taught age 

appropriate chores so that when children go back home, they will have a meaningful contribution to the household. 

The child and youth care workers are responsible for the following programmes and activities: 

 Counselling 

 Behaviour management 

 Formulation of Circle of courage and IDP’s 

 Conflict resolution 

 Star chart Appraisal ( Used as a form of instilling positive discipline) 

 Teaching children Gardening and cooking skills 

         

 

 

EVENTS OF THE YEAR 
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The 2018-2019 year had a lot of challenges and to some extent the social worker’s office realises that there is on-

going work to be done with our children. It is the responsibility of all parties involved. With this said, we also believe 

that with God by our side, the wounds of our children will be healed and they will grow up to be honourable citizens 

in the community in future. 

IBV DAY  

Every year all children in the centres are once 

became VIP’S by International bank Volk (IBV) 

in Durban Exhibition Centre. Many people left 

everything because of children.  They enjoyed 

their togetherness and doing funny things. I 

believe that IBV Company is already blessed by 

God for such a wonderful event towards the 

vulnerable children and youth. Security is too 

tight to ensure that all children are safe from 

any harm.  From the enterance they show 

their bangle as their identification incase 

the child get lost.                                   

HERITAGE DAY 
Every year we had to meet together with other CYCC’S in order to celebrate our cultures and to share ideas 
of how to respect other peoples’ cultures. We believe that your culture is my culture; my culture is your 
culture. All children showed their talents in ummasho, isigqi sase Africa, Zulu Dance and they eat African 
food on that particular day. Why we do this? We want to remind them that to live in the centres is like a 
bridge that will take us to the really life. They now understand that at the end of the day they will be 
reunited with their families where their cultures will be effective. 
 
ST ANNE SODALITY (St Joseph Cathedral) 
November was the difference month to our children it was a pleasant day to be honoured by the visit of St 
Anne Sodality not just a visit, but they wanted to show the motherly love to our children. Every child got 
brand new Christmas clothes. If there are people who can bring such change in young people’s lives 
especially mothers, the children’s self-esteem will be automatically boosted.  This also can ease the pain of 
their past experience. They deserve a round of applause including Fr Mathew CMM who celebrated the 
Holy Mass with us as a main celebrant. In his homily he put children first that children need adults to 
nature them not to destroy them. He quoted from St Anne’s actions saying her passion was with the 
needy. If in nowadays St Anne’s spirit is alive the number of the centre in the world will be decreased.  
 

                 
 
This celebration was in a very high profile because our children felt that there are people outside who care 
for them. They even mentioned this on their vote thanks. They didn’t see themselves vulnerable their 
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attitude was changed to see themselves valuable even more that the children who are living with their 
families.  
 
PEECH AND PRIZE GIVING DAY 
Good Samaritan (Pennington people) 

Sal and the crew again repeat what they did last year, they prepared nice gift for our children as the symbol of 
sharing Christmas gift with the needy. They did this with unconditional love believing that the more you give out 
from the bottom of your heart the more you receive good things from God. What touches more is when I see their 
children also involved in this work of kindness.  May the Lord increase their Faith.  Our children dressed like 
celebrate honouring their day. The hall was also well decorated. 
 

    
Our children generally have good behaviour they received their awards on the area of excellent this shows 
that the team of CCW worked very well with social worker. Our programmes are so relevant to their needs. 
We meet every month to ensure that children’s needs are given the first priority in our daily work. 
Opening of gifts 

          
 
STAFF WELLNESS AND DEVELOPMENT TRNINGS 

APRIL -MAY SUPERVISION  

   

JUNE-JULY  STAFF LIVE Terminations and reason 

 AUGUST SOCIAL WORKER’S FORUM 1 absconded 

   SEPTEMBER Director’s Live 2 contract expired 

NOVEMBER  CHILDREN’S ACT 1 for full time studies 

DECEMBER STAFF RETREAT / LIVE  

JANUARY CYCW WORKSHOP  

FEBRUARY HEALTH AND SAFETY TRAINING  

MARCH  CHILD CARE WORKERS FORUM  
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Sacred Heart always believes in the quality of work. The team of caring (MDT) also is taken so serious to be 
empowered for the better results and excellent work. We meet monthly and every Monday to evaluate 
our working. The Management also do supervision to improve our work performance.   
 
Midyear evaluation 
 
 

                                                  
                       

                       The teams were given diaries for next year as the sign of accountability 
                  
This team believes in one thing at a time that is why we meet twice a year for evaluation, six months is enough to be 
evaluated so that we might easily correct the mistake before the year end. We keep the team spirit by having fun 
and have secret pearls as our last event of the year. 
 

Staff retreat 
Fr Velemseni Mkhize CMM again came to revive the spirituality of the team after they have been working 
so hard uplifting children, now is their term to be taken serious.  You cannot give something you don’t 
have. A big thank to Fr Velemseni for such a tremendous work to our team. He also Emphasized that caring 
is a very important thing, not only the children in the centres but the children from their families and in 
their communities. As our Motto says, Making a difference, Building the Nation” 
 
     Dedicated and vibrant team of child care 
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 THE HIGHLIGHTS OF 2018/2019 
 
KZN legislature visit 
 

    
 

     
 
SABC FOUNDATION VISIT 
 

   
 
 
You can read from the faces the happiness the children they have to see the special and important gifts 
they received on that day. 
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HERITAGE DAY 

  
 
IBV DAY 
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ST ANNE SODALITY 
 

   
 
SPEECH AND PRIZE GIVING DAY & XMAS PARTY 
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SCOURTBURG DONATION (WENDY & BEV 

         

 JUNE 16- DURBAN YOUTH FORUM SPORTS 

    

    

UGU UNIFORM –CLR  MAYOR M CHILIZA 
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STAFF GATHERING 

     

  

     CMM UNIFORM 

       

CONGOLOSE CELEBBRATED TATA’S BITHDAY WITH US (What a privilege!!!) 
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Every year Sacred Heart is doing exceptional work through the help of difference people who spend their quality 
time with our children in many ways. Some invited them for their special events and some visited our centre. Their 
contribution doesn’t go unnoticed . they really make a big difference in children’s lives. They left a deep impression 
on us and has been carved on stones in our hearts especially on the young hearts of the children in our care. You 
deserve the best thank you. 
                      
MAINTENANCE :  every year our expenses goes up more on maintanance because our structure are too old as we 
heard from chairpeson’s report. But we try our level best to ensure that children are safe. 

 

Challenges: 
As we listed from the chairperson’s address she mentioned some challenges:  

 Right now the residents of the children are showing big signs of aging roof gutters, walls and pipes, 

asbestos is not allowed 

 Painting in and outside at girls Unit 

 Electric gates for security purpose ( in three areas offices, girls and boys unit) 

 Pipe fire extinguishers are the most needed item. 
 
LIASON, NETWORKING AND CONTACTS 
The social workers had regular meetings and contact with various stake holders such as: 
. 

ORGANISATIONS PURPOSE 

Government: 
DSD UGU District offices 
DSD Provincial 
DSD National 
Department of Health 
Department of Education 
Department of Child Welfare 

 
Nonfinancial Data Meetings (NFD) 
Relationship – M& E 
Relationship – M &E 
Relationship- M & E  
Relationship – health lifestyle 
Relationship – cognitive development 
Case Managers 

CHILD AND YOUTH CARE CENTRES: 
Inathi CYCC 
Emseni CYCC 
Assisi Shelter 
Themba Club  
Give a Child a Family 
 
SAPS, DOH, DOE 

 
Social worker’s forum 
Residential Care Forum 
Residential Care Forum 
Residential Care Forum 
Residential Care Forum 
residential Care Forum and Staff Dev. 
Meetings 

MUNICIPALITY: 
UGu District Municipality 
Umzumbe Municipality 

 
District Forum 
Local municipality /local services 

LOCAL CHURCHES 
Diocese of Marian hill 
Daughters of St Francis of Assisi 

 
Spiritual Services 
Supporting their Mission 
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DONATIONS 
 

DONATION IN KIND 
KZN Legislature 
Mrs Phyllis Jiji 
Mrs Mzobe 
Lightning and printers 
Mrs Gugu Mvelase 
Mrs Biyase 
Pennington friends (Sal & the crew) 
Sodality of St Anne (St Joseph Cathedral) 
Salaux and the crew 
Nokubonga Gambushe 
Anonymous People 
Mrs Nokuthula Mbanjwa (SABC) 
Boxer store 
Santa shoe box 
SABC Foundation 
Ms Gumede Nomusa 
Sacred Heart Sodality St Joachim’s mission 
 
 

FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
National Lotto Commission       
Industrial Development Cooperation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Lenten Appeal 
Sisters of Peter Claver (Germany) 
The missionaries of Marian hill (local & 
abroad)) 
Department of Social Development 
Daughters of St Francis 
Mrs C Maphumulo 
Mr Z S Shabalala 
Dailas Family 
Holiday Makers Shop (Port Shepstone) 
Mr & Mrs Tony Van Tichlen 
Mrs Biyase 
Mr Marti Sithole 
Sodality of St Anne Marianhill 
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 SACRED HEART CYCC                                   ANNUAL REPORT   
 

 

 OUR VISION 

We are envisioning ourselves to be self-sustained organisation. Even though we have support from outside 

but we do not want to solely depend on the sponsors because we want to see this organisation having its 

own lifeline within itself for its own continuity and survival. We see the difficulty of having to depend on 

external funders giving the global financial crisis. Gardening and Bakery is our main focus.  

 

 

 

  We were so fortunate to eat this cake thank you congolose 
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE BUILDING THE NATION 

 

 
                                             

For further information please contact: 
Sr Nontsindiso Cosma Cira 0791472335 
Website: www.sacredheartcycc.org.za 

Email:cosmacira@gmail.com 

Financial contribution can be made on: 
Account Details: 

Account name: Sacred Heart Children’s Home  
Bank Name :Standard bank 

Account number : 503337077 
                                                             Swift Code:     SBZAZAJJ 

Branch Code :057-628 
Branch: Port Shepstone  

 

http://www.sacredheartcycc.org.za/

